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Great Footage! And Jets Notice 

 
In Havard Rugland’s video, his tricks include kicking a football that 
 is caught by a person in a canoe. He said there was no fakery.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Havard Rugland does not have the pedigree one might expect for someone who has become an Internet sensation for 
kicking a football. He knows next to nothing about the sport. Just ask him to name the quarterback of the New England 
Patriots or the Denver Broncos. “Look, I don’t know much about football,” Rugland said by telephone from his home in 
Algard, a small town near the southwestern coast of Norway. “But I’m fascinated by it. There’s great athletes and speed 
and big hits. I thought it was interesting. So I wondered, What can I do?” Using tools not typically associated with 
athletic prowess — YouTube, Facebook, Skype and Gmail — Rugland parlayed a homemade video that went viral into a 
tryout as a kicker with the Jets last week. He might be the first professional prospect to replace college football 

experience with social media savvy.(((( In the four-minute video, ))))posted on YouTube in mid-September under the 

title “Kickalicious,” the left-footed Rugland pulls off some of the most amusing tricks with a football since Lucy began 

duping Charlie Brown. It has been viewed more than 1.5 million times. In one clip (((Rugland kicks the ball from 
a dock to someone in a canoe floating about 25 yards away))). Twice. In another, he kicks the ball into 

the arms of someone standing through a car’s sunroof. That might not seem so spectacular, except the car is cruising 
along a country road. The most eye-popping trick is saved for last. Rugland punts one ball high into the air and then 
quickly kicks a second ball off a tee. The balls collide in midair.  

37O V = ? 
X = 25 yds = 
75 ft. 

Hmax = ? 

INTRODUCTION: Look at YouTube video first. 
Click on site below. This Norwegian is a very 
accurate kicker as you will see in this graphic at 
left and in the video. At left he kicked the ball 
25 yards(75 ft.) with an initial velocity v and 
37o angle to the horizontal. 
 
QUESTIONS:(a) Find initial horizontal component 
of velocity( VH) and initial vertical component of 
velocity(Vov) in terms of V and angle? (b) Find 
initial velocity V and time(t) of flight?  (c) Find 
the ball’s horizontal and vertical velocity at the 
maximum height(Hmax)? (d) Find maximum 
height (Hmax) the ball reached in it’s flight?  
 
HINTS: The vertical velocity of a projectile is the 
same as a freely falling object. You will need to 
set up two equations to solve for the two 
unknowns V an T. You can set up two equations 
by breaking your solution into horizontal motion 
and vertical motion. g = 32 ft/s2 
 
ANSWERS: (a) VH = V cos 37o, Vov = V sin 37o  
(b) V = 50 ft/s, t = ~1.88 s. , (c) VH = 40 ft/s , 
Vv = 0  (d) Hmax = ~ 14.1 ft. 
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